Information Meeting 2013 Presentation Q&A
Q: Please let me know tasks for customer’s adoption regarding all-in-one module and its
profitability.
A: Customers will adopt the module by not only our selling strategy but also their design
concepts. On the other hands, mounting area for electric parts in Smartphones will be
narrower. We think demands of all-in-one module will increase because of such background.
Regarding profitability, we think to be able to accrue added-value by mounting our products
such as SAW devices and PA etc in all-in-one modules.
Q: Please let me know your action plan for automotive.
A: Currently, MLCC, MEMS sensors, oscillator and Wi-Fi module are our main products for
automotive. We will expand sales for demands of power electronics relevant to ISS and EV
in the future.
Q: Please let me know your analysis regarding difference between actual order fluctuation in
second half and your forecast.
A: Order in November will be less than October. However, we will not change our original
projected finance results.
Q: Please let me know your opinion of shareholder return.
A: We will not change our original policy to increase net earnings per share stably.
Regarding stock buybacks, we consider timing of buyback in checking mid-term stock price
fluctuation.
Q: Please let me know trends of Front-end module for communication.
A: The Front-end module with a built-in Duplexer will increase because of band increase by
LTE expanding.
Q: Please let me know replacement from different capacitor.
A: We will proceed replacement from tantalum capacitor in mobile and PC.
Q: Which area will you expand in MLCC for automotive?
A: We will expand sales of products coping with high temperature warranty and fail safe.

Q: What is your strategy of module, including PA?
A: Our advantage is that we have key components such as SAW device and LTCC and are
able to suggest many their optimizing patterns. We hope to link our advantage to profitability.
Q: Please let me know your consideration regarding oversea transfer of manufacturing.
A: We plan 27% as ratio of oversea transfer in the end of this fiscal year. Even if we plan to
accelerate oversea transfer, it will not be realistic the ratio will be over 50% immediately.
We will increase oversea transfer step by step. Simultaneously, we will develop new
high-value added products, establish line and manufacture as soon as possible in Japan.
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